
BILLIARD NEWS  

Mount Pritchard has once again hosted the NSW Billiard Championships. This year’s 

championships saw a field of 32 players, the largest 

field assembled in decades in any state of Australia. 

The field was divided into 8 groups of 4 players. 

Group matches were played for an hour’s duration 

with last year’s finalists Joe Minici and Michael 

Pearson constructing the first century breaks of the 

tournament. Todd Hayward fell agonisingly close 

constructing a break of 99 against billiard new 

comer Brett Watson in his first visit to the table.              Plate final Andy De Haan v Ray Thompson                                                                   

At the end of the round robin stages 16 players qualified for the knockout stages of the 

event whilst those who did not qualify contested a plate event. In the plate event it was 

Andy De Haan from Hornsby RSL who defeated seasoned campaigner Ray Thompson in the 

final. 

In the last 16 matches another billiard new comer Luke Hough ran into an in form Hassan 

Kerde.  Hassan won the match by 65 points and earned a quarter final match with Grant 

Meadley.  In other last 16 matches Todd Hayward and Ron Tulloch showed some form 

easily disposing of their opponents. 

Our first Quarter final match had last year’s 

Champion Michael Pearson playing fellow Marconi 

player Vic Sacco.  Michael opened with an early 147 

break, the highest of the tournament and went on 

to record and easy Victory.  In the second quarter 

final 2 of the tournament favourites collided, Joe 

Minici and Todd Hayward.  Todd unfortunately hit 

his straps late and it was Joe who advanced to a 

semi final match against Michael.                                                           Michael and Grant String in the Final 

In the other half of the draw Mounties representative Ron Tulloch came out firing against 

Roger Farebrother in their quarter final match constructing an early 136 break. Roger 

responded but Ron kept his lead to win by a mere 45 points to make it to his second NSW 

Championship Semi final. In the last quarter final match Hassan Kerde and Grant Meadley 

had a great tussle. Grant opened with a 90 in his third visit and Hassan was quick to 

respond with two 80 breaks of his own.  Grant responded with a couple of late 50 breaks to 

setup a semi final match with Ron. 



Our first semi final had 12 time state champion Joe Minici against long time finalist rival 

Michael Pearson. It was Michael who dominated the 2 hour semi final from start to finish 

and win by 250+ points. 

Our other semi final saw local favourite Ron Tulloch playing against Grant Meadley.  In a 

high scoring match both players had plenty of chances to take control of the match. Ron 

Held an 80 point lead with less than 10 minutes left to play. A couple of last minute breaks 

and double baulks put Grant back in the lead with mere second left on the clock. Ron came 

to the table and scored fast but lost a difficult cross loser on the red as the bell went to lose 

by only 2 points. 

Final new comer Grant Meadley was happy to 

reach his first final until he was reminded he had 

to play another 3 hours of billiards. Not only 

playing Grant was also tournament director and 

it was quite clear the weekend had got the better 

of him physically. Seasoned finalist Michael 

Pearson opened with 2 early 100 breaks and 

established an early lead in the 3 hour final. 

Some steady 50 breaks from Grant were not 

enough to make a dent in Michaels lead and he 

went on the clinch another State Championship 

958 – 564. 

This tournament was a great success for billiards 

and we are very excited about the growing fields 

in our events. 

L-R Grant Meadley, Michael Pearson 

 

                        


